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Why America Voted for Donald Trump 

After Trump got elected as the president of the United States, there are many reasons why 

people voted for him. The people did not want immigrants in the United States because after 

seeing a, lot of them taking over their jobs. People started wanting Trump to limit the immigrants 

coming in the United States, where they wanted more whites to get their jobs back rather than the 

immigrants. When Trump announced a lot of racist ideas like Muslim bans, building a wall 

across Mexico's border, and other things he said in his rallies made some of his supporters more 

violent towards other races. A lot of people are not even sure how Donald Trump got voted as 

the president of the United States. 

When comparing to the articles, the reason how Trump got voted as president of the 

United States is because they believed he could bring back America great again. His one idea 

that gave people a lot of attention towards whites were giving back their jobs back from the 

immigrants. While it is true that Leonard's argument about conservatives thinking that the 

liberal 's worldview of change takes away "good jobs" from whites, it does not necessarily follow 

that liberal thinking is bad towards society. In Leonard's article, he talks about why rural 

America voted for Trump with a small story talking about whether he is conservative or liberal. 

He explains about how liberals are wanting change in the world and where conservatives want 

no change. A lot of rural Americans see college as a must for their children, so there might have 

been a reason behind Trump getting a lot of electoral votes from them. Where liberals see that as 
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something that is weird. America is filled with Republicans where they make Democrats seen as 

an enemy to the public. 

In Rozsa's article, she showed tweets describing Trump supporters. Her argument is 

partially true. From looking at the news where Trump rallies started, there were some Trump 

supporters being racist against a black person. There are three misunderstandings, however. 

These racist Trump supporters have "racial or homophobic slur" wherever you walk. Secondly, 

why would illegal immigrants bring crime to the country? Thirdly, Trump is racist, but his 

supporters do not believe that. In some rallies, he says racist things to other races a lot. Some of 

the tweets from Jared Yates Sexton are the description of Trump supporters. One of his tweets 

says, "Hope the illegals get their fun in because they got three hours before they're shipped back 

to Mejico". This explains how the Trump supporters think about other races. There were a few 

Trump supporters attacking other races, but now the number of them has risen after the influence 

from their actions. 

The story about Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis explains 

how J.D Vance's life. He started out as a hillbilly where he was the smartest kid in his school. 

Being smart in school had some difficulties, like getting bullied by other students. Vance 

dreamed of going to college, so that he could support his family. The place where he lives is poor 

and a lot of people are drug addicts because they can't afford things for food, house, and 

themselves. His argument about the life he's going through does seem bad. There are two things 

about his life as a conservative which is voting for Trump, however. Vance explains the Jackson 

people are "the nicest people in the world." But, some of them might do bad things to cope with 

the stress in their poor lives. Lastly, he wants to get out of Jackson because there are a lot of 

problems in that city. Which makes him a conservative to go to a college to help his people. 
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On the one hand, I agree with Mike Pence that in the march there should be men to 

chaperone their daughters for protesting. But, on the other hand, I still insist that women should 

protest without the men chaperoning for only older adults which would be 21 and up. When 

Pence said, "I can't tell you how let down I feel by the heads of these households who did not 

simply give their wives and daughters a firm, decisive 'no' when they asked to participate in 

today's demonstration," his idea about this explains that he does not support women's rights. 

Pence wants the men to do everything for women, since he thinks they can't do those things. In 

the article, Pence was in "frustration" because of their husbands granting them permission to 

travel without a male chaperone. 

If you are either a liberal or a conservative, your brain would could not tell which one 

you are. In Mooney's article, it is said that only hard core liberals or conservatives are said to be 

true in testing this by using an x-ray. While it is true that liberals have increased grey matter and 

conservatives have larger amygdala, it does not necessarily follow that this would be true for 

everyone. The liberals are said to be people who wants change and the conservatives as those 

who do not want any change to occur. By learning about this article, these two different beliefs 

can increase their performance on which things they are good at based on their brain structure. 

Lackoff's article tends to talk about how the strict father is mostly related to conservative 

ideas and values. His argument about comparing to the strict father does seem right. There are 

three things how they are similar. First, he talks about morality which is to be obedient to the 

authority. Secondly, economics for competing for scarce resources which implies to discipline. 

Lastly, the government give people of what they have not earned yet. There is more stuff about 

the strict father comparing it to the conservative ideas. These things are the necessity for the 
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conservative to be successful in life which are born to be good. Lackoff showed us how Trump 

voters think about these methods from strict father. 

The words that we should all know are � 7�1 (hamkke ), -?1 Cl q (gyeondida), and � % 

;;t�� � 0 1:,:::� (injong chabyeoljuuija). Hamkke means to be together because we all need to stick 

together, so that no one faces the problem alone from Trump's reign of terror. This second word 

is called endure, the reason why I chose this is because people must keep Trump as president for 

the next four years. Lastly, the word injong chabyeol juuija is called racist in which Trump and 

his supporters are racist to other races. These Korean words are a must know for Trump as 

president for the next four years. 

Most of Trump supporters rooted for him because everyone wanted mostly jobs which 

were taken from immigrants. Trump promised people that he would make America great again 

and maybe his business side had interested some people. This might be the case why Trump got 

voted as the president of the United States. 
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